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Mellon project
• What are our content strengths?
• What do scholars want to access?
• Encourage scholarly use of media archives
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Scholarly use of video
• Access to raw materials
• Quick access to time-based media
• Annotations on segments of video
• Citing archival materials on the web
• Starting point for further research
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Barriers to media 
archives for research
• Obsolete formats and playback 
technology
• Access costs
• Time constraints
• Copyright, privacy, and rights 
barriers
• Attitudes surrounding media as a 
reliable source
• Incomplete cataloguing and 
standard description methods
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Digital solutions for scholars
• Rich metadata and explicit context
• Navigation and scanning of time-based media
• Quick access to ancillary and related items
• Ability to download, copy, reuse, share
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Context Assets
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Series BrzezinskiMcFarlane, 2001 Footage McFarlane, 1996
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Series BrzezinskiMcFarlane, 2001 Footage McFarlane, 1996
Vietnam War, 1961-1975
Iran Hostage Crisis, 1979-1981
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Lessons learned
• Value of prototyping 
• Catalog, Catalog, Catalog! 
• Catalog objectively, do not curate 
• Scholars want items, then context
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http://launchpad.net/bvault
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